This paper investigates some properties of cyclic fuzzy maps in metric spaces. The convergence of distances as well as that of sequences being generated as iterates defined by a class of contractive cyclic fuzzy mapping to fuzzy best proximity points of (non-necessarily intersecting adjacent subsets) of the cyclic disposal is studied. An extension is given for the case when the images of the points of a class of contractive cyclic fuzzy mappings restricted to a particular subset of the cyclic disposal are allowed to lie either in the same subset or in its next adjacent one.
Introduction
Fixed point theory has received much attention in the last decades with a rapidly increasing number of related theorems on nonexpansive and on contractive mappings, variational inequalities, optimization etc. Variants and extensions have also been considered in the frameworks of probabilistic metric spaces and multivalued mappings. The wide variety of problems of cyclic and proximal contractions has also received much attention in the last years.
Fixed point theory has also proved to be an important tool for the study of relevant problems in science and engineering concerning local and global stability, asymptotic stability, stabilization, convergence of trajectories and sequences to equilibrium points [-], dynamics switching in dynamic systems and in differential/difference equations, etc. In particular, the equilibrium problems associated with switching processes in dynamic systems [-] are sometimes related to cyclic mappings where the cyclic disposal contains either trajectory solutions or sequences which commute to adjacent subsets being appropriately defined. Cyclic mappings, related contractive properties, and best proximity points have been widely studied in metric spaces in both the deterministic [-] and the probabilistic frameworks, see, for instance, [-], as well the related proximal-type problems, see, for instance, [, ] and references therein.
The concept of fuzzy contractions was proposed in [] and has been revisited later on in [-] including the study the common fixed points and compatibility problems in fuzzy metric spaces, [-] . In particular the paper by Azam and Beg [] is very illustrative and well worked out on a set of proved properties associated with a very general fuzzy contractive condition. On the other hand, a fuzzy theory related to the more general intuitionistic fuzzy metric spaces is also being developed. See, for instance, [, ] and references therein. See also the recent references [, ] .
The main objective of this paper is the study of contractive fuzzy cyclic multivalued mappings and the convergence properties of sequences constructed via such maps to fuzzy best proximity points and fuzzy fixed points. It is assumed that the subsets defining the cyclic disposal do not necessarily intersect. Some extended results are given for the more general case when the cyclic map can have an image within its domain instead of on its adjacent subset of the cyclic disposal.
Notation
n = {, , . . . , n}; Z + , Z + , and Z are the sets of nonnegative integers, positive integers, and integers, respectively; R + , R + , and R are the sets of nonnegative real numbers, positive real numbers, and real numbers, respectively.
Some preliminaries
Let (X, d) be a metric space, with X nonempty, and let CB(X) be the set of all nonempty closed bounded subsets of X. For A, B ∈ CB(X), let the Pompeiu-Hausdorff metric (a more appropriate name because of historical reasons than the simpler name 'Hausdorff metric' -see the discussion in []) H on CB(X) be given by
whereB denotes the closure of B. Let F(X) be the collection of all fuzzy sets in a metric
which is a -fuzzy fixed point of X i+ through T and also a best proximity point of X i+ to X i . Definition  Let p(≥ ) ∈ Z + and let X i be nonempty subsets of a nonempty abstract set X, ∀i ∈p, and let d be a metric on X. A composite mapping T(= gf ) : i∈p X i → F( i∈p X i ) is said to be a decomposable p-cyclic fuzzy mapping from i∈p X i to F( i∈p X i ) if:
The above definition is an extended definition of Definition . Note also that f (X i ) ⊆ X i+ , ∀i ∈p, and that, since T = g • f with f : i∈p X i |X j → X j+ , ∀j ∈p and g : i∈p X i |X j+ → F(X j+ ), ∀j ∈p, the cyclic maps T : i∈p X i → F( i∈p X i ) are restricted to subsets of the cyclic disposal which are of the form T : i∈p X i |X j → F(X j+ ), ∀j ∈p. On the other hand, notice that the formalism of contractive cyclic self-maps in uniformly convex Banach spaces requires for the distances in-between any pairs of non-adjacent subsets to be identical. Thus, a fixed point, if any, is a confluent point of pairs of best proximity points inbetween all the intersecting adjacent subsets of the cyclic disposal. On the other hand, note that the case f : i∈p X i |X j → X j+ and g : i∈p X i |X j+ → F(X j+ ), ∀j ∈p, is a particular case of the more general above problem statement for the cyclic disposal. Now, given the sets X i , ∀i ∈p, we can define the α-level sets in F(X i ) by [A] α = {x ∈ X i : A(x) ≥ α}, and A(x) is the grade of membership of x ∈ X i in A ∈ F(X i ) for any i ∈p.
The following assumption establishes that if T(= gf ) : i∈p X i → F( i∈p X i ) is a decomposable p-cyclic fuzzy mapping, then the -level set of Tx intersects with fx for any x ∈ i∈p X i . Equivalently, there is at least a point y ∈ fx such that the grade of membership of y in Tx is unity, i.e. (Tx)y = , for any x ∈ i∈p X i . Note that fx ⊆ X i+ and [Tx]  ⊆ X i+ , ∀x ∈ X i , ∀i ∈p.
In other words, Assumption  says that any image of x ∈ X i in X i+ through f belongs to the -level set [Tx]  = ∅. Note that Assumption  implies trivially that [Tx]  = ∅, ∀x ∈ i∈p X i . Assumption  is relevant for identifying best proximity points in-between adjacent subsets through f which are also -fuzzy best proximity points through T.
Assertion  Assume that T : i∈p X i → F( i∈p X i ) is a decomposable p-cyclic fuzzy mapping which satisfies Assumption  and that x ∈ X i for some given arbitrary i ∈p, such that X i is closed. Then, if x is a best proximity point of X i to X i+ through f (in the sense that there exists y ∈ fx such that d(x, y) = d(X, X i )) then it is an -fuzzy best proximity point of X i through T.
Proof Since x ∈ X i is a best proximity point of X i to X i+ through f and fx ⊆ [Tx]  , ∀x ∈ i∈p X i , then there exists y ∈ fx such that
Then x is an -fuzzy best proximity point of X i through T.
Some results on α-fuzzy best proximity points
The following result holds related to α-fuzzy best proximity points of a p-cyclic fuzzy mapping which is contractive in the sense that it is subject to a contractive condition. 
∀x ∈ X i , ∀y ∈ X i+ , ∀i ∈p, and some ∈ R + where a i ≥  for i = , ,  and  < a =  i= a i < . Then the following properties are fulfilled: (i) Assume that the following constraints hold:
, where x np+j ∈ [Tx np ] α(x np ) ⊆ X i+j- ; ∀j ∈ for any given initial points x  ∈ X i and x  ∈ X i+ for any arbitrary i ∈p.
(ii) For any arbitrarily given i ∈p, a sequence {x n } ⊂ i∈p X i can be built for any given
holds with = D = min i∈p D i then the limit below exists:
so that D = D i , ∀i ∈p, for any sequences constructed as in Property (i). As a result, any sequence {x n } ⊂ i∈p X i fulfilling x np+j ∈ [Tx np+j- ] α(x np+j- ) ⊆ X i+j- ; ∀j ∈p, ∀n ∈ Z + , converges to a limit cycle consisting of a set of p best proximity points x * i of the sets X i , i ∈p,
and best proximity points of the p-cyclic self-mapping f : i∈p X i → i∈p X i .
(iv) If D =  and the constraint holds with
Then one gets by proceeding recursively for
where 
that is, if and only if (a  + a  ) + a  < , while the convergence abscissa of A  is
. Since the initial conditions x  ∈ X i and x  ∈ X i+ of the sequence are arbitrary, it follows that lim sup n→∞ d(
. On the other hand, since such conditions are taken for any arbitrary i ∈p,
. Property (i) has been proved. On the other hand, since for all x ∈ X there exists α(x) ∈ (, ] such that [Tx] α(x) ∈ CB(X) and since any x ∈ X is in some X i for some i ∈p, we have [Tx] α(x) ∈ CB(X i+ ) for some i ∈p and some α(x) ∈ (, ] for each given x ∈ X i and any arbitrary i ∈p. As a result, [Tx] α(x) and [Ty] α(y) are nonempty, closed, and bounded for some existing real values α(x) ∈ (, ] and α(y) ∈ (, ]; ∀x ∈ X i , [Tx] α(x) ∈ CB(X). Construct a sequence {x n } ⊂ i∈p X i as follows. x  = x ∈ X i for some arbitrary i ∈p and some existing
is nonempty, closed, and bounded for some existing α(x  ) ∈ (, ]. Since the contractive condition () holds for any
is closed, thus x  is an α(x  )-fuzzy best proximity points of X i through T and, since
and, since [Tx  ] α(x  ) is nonempty and closed, there is some
and since [Tx  ] α(x  ) is nonempty and closed, at least one x  may be chosen for which the first inequality of () becomes an equality and x  is an α(x  )-fuzzy best proximity points of X i+ through T. Proceeding recursively, one sees for the arbitrary given i ∈p, ∀j ∈p, ∀n ∈ Z + , that a sequence in i∈p X i can be built fulfilling () for any arbitrary i ∈p such
. . ; ∀j ∈p, ∀n ∈ Z + , and, furthermore, x n of α(x n )-fuzzy best proximity points of X through T for n ∈ Z + .
Since, from the given hypotheses,
Thus, one sees from () that () holds and, furthermore,
On the other hand, if () holds with = D = min i∈p D i , then one gets from () 
We also know the property Then one gets from () with = D = , if x * ∈ [Tx] α(x * ) and y  = y * ( = x * ) ∈ i∈p X i , and since the level sets are nonempty and closed, and one gets from (), ≤ max sup
, sup
and a sequence {y n } can be built with initial value y  = y * which satisfies
Then one gets from ()
On the other hand, one also sees instead of () and () that a sequence {x n } can be built with initial value x  = x * which satisfies Remark  Feasible values of in the contractive condition () might be, for instance,
. From the last expression one also concludes that lim sup n→∞ d(x (n+)p+j+ , x (n+)p+j+ ) ≤ , ∀j ∈ p - ∪ {}. Both values depend only on the sequences being constructed rather than on the metrics of the sets X i , i ∈p.
Corollary  Assume that the contractive condition () of Theorem  holds with
) for all given x ∈ X i and y ∈ [Tx] α(x) ⊆ X i+ for any given arbitrary i ∈p. Then there is a (non-necessarily unique) sequence {x n } of α(x n )-fuzzy best proximity points of X through T with first element x ∈ X i , being subject to free choice if card X i ≥ , for any given i ∈p such that the sequence of distances {d(x n , x n+ )} is nonincreasing A possible choice is a constant sequence.
Proof The contractive condition () now becomes
∀x ∈ X i , ∀y ∈ X i+ , ∀i ∈p, and, instead of (), one sees for any x  ∈ X i for any i ∈p, that there exist (non-unique, in general, see the proof of Theorem ) α(
are nonempty, closed, and bounded:
so that
, ∀n ∈ Z + , for the chosen arbitrary i ∈p such that {x n } is a sequence of α(x n )-fuzzy best proximity points of X through T with first element x ∈ X i , subject to free choice if card X i ≥ , for any given i ∈p, and the sequence of distances {d(x n , x n+ )} is non-increasing.
Corollary  A constant sequence exists which satisfies Corollary .
Proof It follows since elements of the sequence {x n } can be chosen so that the first inequalities of () and () are equalities for n ∈ Z + so that
Example  Let X = X  ∪ X  and X  = {, , }, {}, {}, {} and X  = {., ., .}, {.}, {.}, {.} be crisp sets and let T : X  ∪ X  → F(X  ∪ X  ) be a -cyclic fuzzy mapping defined as follows: The contractive constraint () and Theorem  can be applied with a  = ., a  + a  <  -a  . Some sequences which converge to α-fuzzy best proximity points of X  and X  through T, which are also best proximity points in X  of X  and conversely, are
Further results on α-fuzzy best proximity points under a more general contractive condition
We now establish the following result related to a contractive condition which is more general than ().
Theorem  Let p(≥ ) ∈ Z + and let X i be nonempty subsets of a nonempty abstract set X, ∀i ∈p, where (X, d) is a complete metric space. Let T : i∈p X i → F( i∈p X i ) be a p-cyclic fuzzy mapping with X i being closed, ∀i ∈p. Assume that the following contractive condition holds:
∀x ∈ X i , ∀y ∈ X i+ , ∀i ∈p, and some ∈ R + where a i ≥  for i = , ,  and  < a =  i= a i < . Then the following properties hold: (i) For any arbitrarily given i ∈p, ∀j ∈p, ∀n ∈ Z + , and x = x  ∈ X i , a sequence {x n } ⊂ i∈p X i can be built fulfilling {x n } ⊆ i∈p X i for any given initial points x  = x ∈ X i for any given i ∈p,
,
, then a sequence {x n } ⊂ i∈p X i can be built with initial points x  = x ∈ X i for any arbitrary given i ∈p, 
) for the chosen x, y. Then one gets from () the following cases:
) so that, by using those relations in the right-hand side of (), one gets
The combination of () and () yields, if 
which is more general than (). Now, construct the sequence {x n } ⊆ i∈p X i with x  = x ∈ X i for some given i ∈p,
is nonempty and closed. Thus, one gets after using the triangle inequality
One gets from ()
(   )
Proceed recursively with () by defining the sequence {x n } ⊆ i∈p X i with initial values x j , subject to () for j = , , ,  and the given arbitrary i ∈p, and a two-dimensional real vector by
, and a square real -matrix A and a two-dimensional vector d defined by
Then it is possible to write, in a similar way to (),
such that for any x n+ ∈ X j , there is x n+ ∈ [Tx n+ ] α(x n+ ) ⊆ X j+ with j = j(n, i) ∈p depending on the given arbitrary initial i ∈p with x  ∈ X i and x  ∈ X i+ . Thus, one gets from ()
Proof Property (i) follows from () for n ≤ n  < ∞ andk n  +,δ+i → ∞. Property (ii) follows from Property (i) since (X, d) is complete and [Tx] α(x) is closed for any x ∈ i∈p X i in a similar way to the proof of Theorem (iv). If x  ∈ X  and x  , x  ∈ X  , x n ∈ [Tx n- ]  ⊂ X  , x n+ ∈ [Tx n ]  ⊂ X  , and x n+ ∈ [Tx n+ ]  ⊂ X  ; ∀n ∈ Z + , the same conclusion for the distance limits as above follows. In both cases, sequences converging to the limit cycle {-D/, -D/, D/} are obtained for any initial conditions x  , x  ∈ X  or x  ∈ X  , x  ∈ X  . All the sequences are not necessarily converging to the above limit cycle, in general, unless it be assumed that T : X  ∪ X  → F(X  ∪ X  ) is such that [Tx] α(x) = [Tx]  ; ∀x ∈ X  ∪ X  .
Example 

